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I would like to say few words about status of victim assistance in Afghanistan. I have 

been having the opportunity to work in the field of victim assistance and disabilities for 

seven years. So I am looking into victim assistance as a practitioner.  

 

According to limited data including the LCM monitor around 750 people have been 

recorded as cluster munitions survivors. However, I strongly believe that a lot more 

people were affected by cluster munitions either they were directly victimized (for 

example: they got killed or injured or lost family members, or lost properties), and if we 

look at it from broader definition perspective of “victim” under this Convention, the 

number of victims are even higher because many communities (I mean a whole village 

or district) were paralyzed because they were targeted by cluster bombs. For example: 

in  end of 2001, several communities in Herat a western province of Afghanistan was  

bombed by the US army, in addition to tens of people who were killed and injured 

including Soraj, I am sure many of you know him. Several residential houses were 

totally destroyed, a lot of agricultural lands were contaminated and those villages were 

left dysfunctional for years. So in this case the whole village were victimized and I am 

sure still they are struggling to recover.     

 

We have to note that people cannot know the difference between a cluster bomb or 

explosive remnants of war - in most cases either they call it landmine or UXO, so 

therefore the causality data did not record all cluster munitions victims, this makes it 

hard to estimate the number of cluster munitions victims in Afghanistan.    

 

Afghanistan ratified the CCM in 2011. Afghanistan already had a full functional mine 

action operation in place, and actually the biggest mine action program in the world 

obviously the most affected country in the world as we all know. The well setup mine 
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action program, the well informed mine action stakeholders in particular the operators 

have been a great contribution to the implementation of CCM. Even before Afghanistan 

ratified the CCM a coordination system was in place for victim assistance, a victim 

assistance plan was developed and Afghanistan has designated a focal point. So there 

was very little to do with Vientiane Action Plan on victim assistance in areas of 

coordination and planning. As far as i know Afghanistan didn’t do anything extra after 

ratification of the CCM simply because the government believes that Article 5 obligation 

under the CCM has been covered by current programs which were initiated through the 

Mine Ban Treaty and Cartagena Action Plan.  

 

I know well that most of survivors and their family members including other people 

with disabilities do not get the services they need. So there are a lot challenges that 

caused inadequacy and slow victim assistance in Afghanistan. I would like to highlight 

some of them here, but please note that these are from my personal perspective:  

 

• There is neither accurate nor comprehensive data available about situation of 

victims. Therefore it is difficult to design a national-wide plan that is effective 

and has an impact on victims’ lives. Most of the services are being delivered by 

NGOs but each individual NGO conduct its own assessment to collect data as 

there is not a centralized data collection system in place. These sorts of 

individualized data collection are fine for implementation of short and small 

projects but certainly not for national program.  

• The government has very little fund for victim assistance which is limited to 

small amount of pension (almost about 1500 Afghanis), some health care 

(physiotherapy, mobility devices, and other public health facilities) and 

vocational training for limited number of people with disabilities including 

survivors. The international assistance has been good but definitely not enough 

to respond to the huge needs of victims. 

• The government has been relying on NGOs and the ICRC which has been causing 

low interest within the government system to meaningfully implement the 

Article 5 of the CCM, Article 6.3 of MBT or even the CRDP, in other words, victim 

assistance has not been in the list of national priority. I know that ICRC has been 

trying to hand over its rehabilitation centres (which are the biggest program for 

survivors and people with disabilities in Afghanistan) but the government has 

not shown interest in taking them over.  

• Speaking of only cluster munitions victims, because the recorded number of 

survivors as small as 750, in a country where over 30 million people live, it 

makes it too difficult to get the attention of high level authorities. Other pressing 

priorities are another huge reason for VA to not get enough attention by 

government both from policy and funding perspectives.  
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• As for planning and coordination, there has been a coordination system in place 

lead by MOLSAMD; however there is no action plan since two years now.  

• There is also lack of monitoring mechanism. Government rely on partial reports 

it receives from NGOs only.  

 

The good thing is that the MOLSAMD, MOPH are focal points of government for victim 

assistance. They have been in close contact with NGOs including my organization, the 

Afghan Landmine Survivors Organization which is one of the main VA organization in 

particular in the field of psychosocial support and accessibility. The government has 

been helpful i would say with VA stakeholders. As i said, the real services (social and 

economic inclusion, peer support, rehabilitation, capacity building and awareness) are 

provided by NGOs as well as the ICRC. The mine action centre assists the relevant 

ministries through technical advisors and capacity building, and these sorts of 

assistance has been useful.  

 

In conclusion, I like to draw your attention to importance of victim assistance and the 

urgency of assistance for victims. Both the affected states like my country Afghanistan 

and the donor countries are responsible to do whatever they can to respond to the 

needs of victims as long as there is need.  

 

Thanks for your attention.  


